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NCIA annually bestows the Instructional Leadership Award to active instructional administrators who exemplify academic leadership through their creativity and innovation;
their sustained commitment to instructional issues and challenges; and their substantial impact on college organizations.
Russell Lowery-Hart, Vice-President for Academic Affairs at Amarillo College, was selected by NCIA as the 2013 recipient of the Instructional Leadership Award. Dr. Lowery-Hart
has been instrumental in promoting a philosophical shift at Amarillo College by challenging all employees to focus intently on helping the students. In this abstract you will
read how Russell’s leadership has enabled faculty and staff to embrace responsibility for the “whole” student.

TRANSORMATIVE LEADERSHIP – NO EXCUSES!
innovation and motivation, Amarillo
College has seen important increases
in completion and retention.

Russell Lowery-Hart, VP for Academic Affairs
Amarillo College

Amarillo College is proud of Russell
Lowery-Hart’s transformative
leadership. As Vice-President for
Academic Affairs he has changed the
college by challenging all employees
to focus intently on helping students.
His mantra “we have to educate the
students we have, not the students
we wish we had” has redefined the
Amarillo College work. Through his

The genesis of Lowery-Hart’s
leadership began with local “No
Excuses University” public schools.
This national movement builds
systems for college-going expectations
and increased rigor. The “No Excuses”
philosophy has moved schools and
students from at-risk to exceptional.
Because of Lowery-Hart, Amarillo
College became the nation’s first
“No Excuses College.” Embracing a
philosophical shift, Amarillo College
has NO EXCUSES when students
struggle or fail. As Lowery-Hart
ensured “No Excuses” was systemic,
institutionalized, and effective;
Amarillo College fully embraced
responsibility for the “whole” student.
Amarillo College faculty and staff
aspire to treat each student as an
individual with unique challenges and
needs because they know life is too
short to make excuses. Lowery-Hart

analyzes and evaluates reasons for
students’ successes and struggles, and
will not allow these reasons to become
an excuse for lack of success.
Lowery-Hart’s leadership has forged
a model for student success that
is inspired by high expectations—
of employees and students—and
sustained by five exceptional systems.
Culture of Universal Achievement
Amarillo College believes that every
student can succeed in the completion
of a certificate, degree or any other
individual goal. The Amarillo College
faculty and staff have been diligent
and unceasing in their efforts to both
maintain academic rigor and help
students achieve their individual
dreams – and it’s working. Student
completion and employment rates
have increased significantly. A
powerful example of the cultural shift
was Lowery-Hart’s creation of the
Presidential Honors Scholars program
where he passionately advocated
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Amarillo College Scholars share the international language of play with new friends.
Presidential Honors scholars completed service-work with Sun Village and visited schools and
met students in Beijing, Shanghai, and Xian.

for service-learning inclusion
within curriculum, and applied
course content to an international
travel experience. Lowery-Hart
designed the new program for
students with great potential,
paired them with a community
leader as a mentor, provided an
iPad for technological innovation,
and integrated international travel.
This past year, Lowery-Hart took
Scholars to China for an intensive
cultural study. In May, LoweryHart will take new scholars to
Cambodia to study water issues
and dig clean water wells. These
experiences are completely funded
through institutional and local
funds to ensure all selected students
participate based on their No
Excuses commitment, rather than
their access to funds.
Collaboration
Lowery-Hart launched a true
team effort that focuses on new,
better, data-driven ways to improve
student completion and career
opportunities. Lowery-Hart’s
energy has broken down long
standing silos between Academic
Affairs, Student Affairs and
Instructional Technology divisions.

He passionately built a crosscampus team focused on new,
better, data-driven ways to improve
student completion. The most
visible results of his collaborative
leadership are the implementation
of an Early Alert system,
institutionalization of At-Risk
scores for all students, and tracking
student use of and success with
tutoring and advising interventions
across all divisions. Together,
these efforts have systemized
relationship-building with students
and connected them to resources
they most need.
Standards Alignment
Amarillo College worked to
discover and develop new, better
strategies for aligning curriculum,
programs, goals, and processes
to bolster and optimize student
completion. As a result, technical
programs are in various stages of
cutting time to degree in half, with
very promising results. LoweryHart leveraged alignment to create
clear pathways for students with a
simplified approach to completing a
certificate and moving directly into
the next step on the pathway to a
living wage job.

Data Analysis
Lowery-Hart has ensured Amarillo
College communicates through
data. Lowery-Hart uses data
to inform and drive decision
making and improve curriculum
and instruction. One of his most
impactful innovations was to ask
each department to identify an
Instructional Data Specialist to
learn how to pull, analyze, and
produce data at the department,
course and individual faculty
level. Faculty received their data
and used it as a part of their
evaluation process. The most
important impact of data analysis
is the creation of Course Redesign
– evaluating student success
data by course and changing the
curriculum. He targeted Redesign
for gateway courses to integrate
active learning, technology, and
learning-outcome alignment
into reformatted classrooms. The
results have been overwhelming.
The English and Math redesigns
produced a 12% average increase
in student success. History and
Political Sciences are currently
piloting redesigns and Science is
beginning the redesign process.
Interventions
Lowery-Hart evaluates data with
the guiding question, “if this data
– then this intervention.” Amarillo
College interventions have been
responsive, effective, and scalable
for maximum impact. For example,
when data indicated over 60% of
Amarillo College students were
living in poverty, Lowery-Hart
moved to action. He required
Poverty Coach Certification for
all faculty and staff. He designed
a systemic approach to poverty
that includes a full-time social
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worker, partnerships with serviceproviders, food pantries, web-based
interface with taxes and social
service applications (Benefit Bank),
and clothes closets. He designed
a Career Center that integrates
career assessments, resume and
interview training, connections to
employment, and soft skills training
into curriculum. To bring the issues

of poverty and careers together, he
designed the Coaches-Champions
program connecting at-risk
students with community mentors
(with a 92% retention rate.) He
secured external funds to launch
each of these initiatives and then
leveraged data to institutionalize
these efforts.

One of three food pantries on the
Amarillo College campuses. In one
year, over 700 people have accessed
resources in these pantries.

Russell Lowery-Hart’s passionate
focus on students has permeated
Amarillo College’s culture, policies,
and practices. He offers principled
words backed back action – and he
ensures Amarillo College actions
help students – ALL students – No
Excuses.

Presidential Honors Scholars prepared
to depart Amarillo, Texas for China
where they completed service-learning
experiences with Sun Village - a
home for children whose parents are
incarcerated.

Twenty-four different Student Organizations
create artistic sculptures out of food to raise
awareness of and donations for the Amarillo
College food pantry program. This sculpture was
created by the Psychology Club and is entitled,
“Feed your Mind.”
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